INVERSEPROBLEMS
JOSEPH B. KELLER

1. Introduction.We call two problemsinversesof one anotherif the formulationof each involves
all or partof the solutionof the other. Often, for historicalreasons,one of the two problemshas been
studiedextensivelyfor some time, while the other is newerand not so well understood.In suchcases,
the formeris called the directproblem,while the latteris called the inverseproblem.As illustrations,
we presentthe followingthree inverseproblems.The correspondingdirectproblems,whichare their
solutions, are given in the appendix.
1. What is the question to which the answeris "WashingtonIrving"?
2. What is the question to which the answer is "Nine W"?
3. What is the question to which the answer is "ChickenSukiyaki"?
These examplesdemonstratethat inverseproblemsoften have manysolutions,and also that some
particularsolution is preferableto the others.
Some examples of inverse problemsin mathematicsare the following:
4. Find a polynomialp(x) of degree n with the roots xI, ***, xn. This is inverse to the direct
problemof findingthe roots xi, ***,xn of a given polynomialp(x) of degree n. In this case the inverse
problemis easier, havingthe solutionp(x) = c(x - xl)... (x - x"), whichis not uniquebecause c# 0
is an arbitraryconstant.
, xn.The correspond5. Find a polynomialp(x) of degree n with given values yi, , yYnat xi
ing directproblemis to findthe values y,, ** , yn of a given polynomialp(x) at xl, * *,x,,.The inverse
problemis calledthe Lagrangeinterpolationproblem,whilethe directproblemis that of evaluationof
a polynomial.
6. Given a real symmetricmatrixA of order n, and n real numbersA1, *, An,find a diagonal
matrixD so that A + D has eigenvaluesAl *, An.This is inverseto the directproblemof findingthe
eigenvalues Ab*** Anof a given real symmetricmatrixA + D.
A common inverse problemused on intelligencetests is this:
7. Given the first few members a,, a2,a3,a4 of a sequence, find the law of formation of the
sequence, i.e., find an for all positive integers n. Usually only the next few membersa,, a6,a7 are
askedfor as evidence that the law of formationhas been found.The directproblemis to evaluatethe
firstfew membersof a sequence an,given the law of formation.A well-knowninstanceof this inverse
problemis to find the next few membersof the sequence which begins 4, 14,34,42. The solution is
59,125,145, since the sequenceconsistsof the expressstops on the 8th Avenue subwayin New York.
It is clearthat suchinverseproblemshave manysolutions,and for this reasontheiruse on intelligence
tests has been criticized.
The fnainsourcesof inverseproblemsare science and engineering.Often these problemsconcern
the determinationof the propertiesof some inaccessibleregionfromobservationson the boundaryof
the region. Here are some examples:
8. Find the mass distributionp(x) of matter within the earth, given the gravitationalpotential
?(x) for x on the surfaceof the earth.Thisis inverseto the directproblemof finding+(x) givenp(x),
which has the solution
O(x)=

G

p(x')lIx-x'l

dx'.

Here G is the gravitationalconstantand Ix - x' is the distancefrom x to x'. The inverseproblemis
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importantin locatinghighor low density regionswithinthe earth,which may containore or oil, from
observationsof anomalies in the gravitationalpotential on the earth's surface.
9. Find the intermolecularpotential V(r) between two molecules a distance r apart, given the
equationof state of a gas composedof such molecules.This is inverseto the directproblemof finding
the equation of state, given the potential, which is a basic problem of statisticalmechanics.
10. Find the intermolecularpotential V(r) from scatteringdata;i.e., from informationabout the
angle through which a molecule is scattered when it collides with another molecule. The direct
problem is that of calculatingthe scattering angle, given the potential. These problems can be
analyzedby either classical mechanicsor quantummechanics,and the two kinds of analysis are
applicablein differentphysicalsituations.
11. Find the shape of a scatteringobject, given the intensityof light, of radarwaves, or of sound
waves it scattersin any direction.The directproblemis that of calculatingthe scatteredlight, radaror
sound intensity in any direction from a given illuminatedobject. This problem is importantin
identifyingobjects in space from radarobservationsof them, and of identifyingobjects in the ocean
from sonar observations.
In each of the seven following sections of this paper, an inverse problem which has arisen in
physicswill be analyzed.
2. Determinationof the shapeof a hill from traveltime, and probingthe ionosphere.Supposewe
slide a particleup a frictionlesshill with initialenergyE, and measurethe time T(E) requiredfor it to
return.If we varyE and measureT(E), can we determinethe shapeof the hill fromit? This problem
was formulatedand solved by Abel in 1826.To analyzeit we shallfirstformulateand solve the direct
problem:Given the shape of the hill, find the travel time T(E).
Let s denote arclengthalong the hill and let the height of the hill at s be h(s) with h(O)= 0. We
denote by m the massof the particle,by g the accelerationof gravity,and by s(t) the positionof the
particleat time t. Then the equation of motion of the particleis
m d2

(2.1)

ds

=

Here V(s) = mgh(s) is the potentialenergyof the particleat s, so V(O)= 0. We shall measures and t
from the initialpositionand from the instantof release of the particle,respectively,and denote by vo
its initial velocity. Then the initial conditionsare
d

s(O)=O,

(2.2)

dt

vo.

We shall assume that vo> 0.
We now multiply(2.1) by ds/dt and integrateto get the energy equation
(2.3)

M

-

+ V(s)= E.

In (2.3) E is the total energy of the particle,given by
E

(2.4)

=

2

mv.

Next we solve (2.3) for (dsldt)-1 choosingthe positivesquareroot because vo> 0, and integrateusing
(2.2) to get
(2.5)

t=

(2)

[E - V(s')f2ds',

0-'t-t

T(E).

Thisequationyieldsthe solutionin the form t = t(s) from s = 0 until s reachesthe value s1(E), which
is the smallestvalue of s -' 0 at whichE - V(s) = 0. The correspondingvalue of t, whichwe shall call
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T(E), is given by setting s = s,(E) in (2.5). Thus
T(E) = (2m)1/2

(2.6)

r sl(E)

J

[E- V(s')-112 ds'.

At the instant T(E)12the particlevelocityvanishes,and then the velocitybecomesnegative.Thus
the solution for t _ T(E)12 is obtainedby using the negative squareroot in solving(2.3). The result
can be written in the form
(2.7)

t

1
2

T(E) +(

(Mn 1/2(sl(E)1

[E -

k2

V(s')]f1/2

ds',

T(E)-?t

2~

By setting s = 0 in (2.7), we see that the time at whichthe particlereturnsto its initialposition s = 0 is
just T(E) given by (2.6). Thus (2.6) yields the solutionof the directproblem.We see that it is defined
only for those values of E for which s,(E) exists. These are just the values of E in the interval
O-'E-< Vm sups,o V(s). For E > V1/r the particlenever returnsto s = 0, so we can set T(E) = X0
for E > Vrn.
Now we can considerthe inverseproblem:Given the traveltime T(E) for E ?0 , findthe shapeof
the hill, i.e., find the potential V(s) for s ' 0. Once we know V(s) then the heightof the hill is given
by h(s) = V(s)/mg. To findthe equationof the hill in cartesiancoordinateswe writeit parametrically
as x(s), y(s). Then y(s) = h(s), while x(s) is related to y(s) by the arclengthcondition (dxlds)2+
(dylds)2 = 1. Solving this equation for dx/ds and integratingyields
FL

(a

(2.8)

x (s) = x (O)+t

(1-

12\

1/2

s '~>0.

ds',

ds

This showsthat the shapeof the hill can be determinedreadilyonce V(s) is found,so it sufficesto find
V(s).
V

V(o-)

3

2
V(o-2)--

-

0

O'1
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S

FIG. 1. A potential V(s) which is increasing in the interval 0_ s < o,,, decreasing in 0r < s < 0a2 and increasing
again in a2 <s The inverse function is called s1(V) in the first interval, s2(V) in the second interval and s3( V) in the

third interval.

To find V(s) we shall start with (2.6), which relates T(E) to V(s). It is a nonlinearintegral
equationfor V. We can convertit into a linearintegralequationby introducingV insteadof s as the
integrationvariable.This change of integrationvariablemust be made separatelyin each interval
r and
within which V(s) is monotonic.Thereforewe first considerthe first such interval,0? s a,
supposethat V(s) is monotone increasingwithinit. (See Fig. 1.) Let s = si(V) denote the inverseof
V(s) withinthis interval,withinwhich0- V-' V(o(1).'rhenwe can rewrite(2.6)in this intervalin the
form
(2.9)

[E T(E) = (2m)1/2)1/ J[E-

/]

V]-1/2

ds1(
dVV) dV,

0 -'E - V(ci).
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Eq. (2.9)is a Volterraintegralequationof the firstkindfor dsl/dV, andwith the kernel(E - V)-12
it is called an Abel equation. Its solution for ds,(V)IdV is
(2.10)
(2.10)

ds1(V)
Vsl1/)2=

dV

-

)
+
1)1/2,
~~~~~T(O)

(V

+(2 m)11ir

(2mV)1i

( V-E

I

)-1/2

~

'

T'(E)dE.

This can be verifiedby substitutioninto (2.9). Finallyintegrating(2.10) from 0 to V yields, after an
integration
(2.11)

Si

0-cv V(l).

(V-E)112T(E)dE,

f

(2)1/2

Thisis the solutionof the inverseproblemfor V(s) in the interval0-' s oor,.It was obtainedby Abel.
If V(o(1)= oc,it is the completesolution.This solutionappliesto a particlein any potential,not only a
gravitationalone.
A method like that describedhere is used to find the electron density n(s) at height s above the
earth in the ionosphere. The method is to send up a radio wave of angularfrequency w, and to
measurethe time T(co)requiredfor it to returnto the groundfromthe ionosphere.The groupvelocity
Cg of a wave of frequencyco in an electron plasma,like the ionosphere,is cg = cW-1[W2 -2(S)]112.
Here c is the velocity of light in vacuumand 2p(s)= 4ire2n(s)Im is the plasmafrequency,where e
and m are the chargeand mass of an electron, respectively.Thus the time for a wave to travelfrom
s = 0 up to the first point s1(w), where W2 = W2(S ), and then back down to s = 0 is
T(w) = 2

(2.12)

d

_f

-

( 2

A2(S)]f1/2ds.

This is of the form (2.6) and therefore its solution is of the form (2.11):
r2

SI(6) = c

(2.13)

w2f112T(w)dw

[2-

3. The nonmonotoniccase. Now we suppose that V((J1)is finite, and that V is decreasingin the
intervala, < s <O2 and then increasingin the next interval0f2 < C < (J3. (See Fig. 1.) We denote by
s2(V) and S3(V) the inversesof V(s) in these two intervals,respectively.Then we canwrite(2.6)in the
form
FCV(o'1)

(3.1)

T(E) = (2m
+

)12[J

ds,

(E - V)-112

V(o'1)

dV-J

_

S

(E - V)-1/2 ds dV

(E - V)-1/2ds3dv]

fE

Next we define w(V), the width at depth V of the "potentialwell," by
w ( V) = S3(V)

(3.2)

-

V - V((J1)

V((J2) -

S2( V),

In writing(3.2) we assume that E ' V((J1). Then we can rewrite (3.1) as
VQr'1)

(3.3)

[J0

T(E) = (2m )1/2

~~dV

J0Q2)

(E-

CE

S

(E - V)-1/2 dV
ds3 dV
(01)

1

CV(0o1)

+ I

,ds,

dV + JI
(E - V)-1'2~~~

V)-1/2

d dVI.
dV

The formula(3.3)showsthat T(E) involvesonly the widthfunctionw(V) of the well, anddoes not
dependupon its two sides s2(V) and S3(V)separately.Thereforeit is not possibleto obtainthese sides
from T(E). However,as we shallsoon see, it is not even possibleto determinew(V) from T(E).
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Let us regard(3.3) as an integralequationfor ds3/dV in the range V ' V(o1,).Then it is of the
same form as (2.9) with T(E) replacedby T(E) plus the integralsinvolvingds,/dV and dw/dV, and
with the lower limit replaced by V(o1r).Therefore the solution is given by (2.10) with the same
replacement.After integration,the solution becomes
(3.4)

S3(V)

=

s3[ V(u-1)] +

f

-

;(cr)

J(-2)

( V - E)2

[(2m

dzl dE,
(E - z)-12 dz
d

1/2

T(E) -

(E _ z )1/2

f

dz

V.
V(crl)-' V

This form of the solution can be simplifiedwith the aid of the integralformula
(3.5)

f

(V- E)112(E -

z)-1/2dE =

2 sin- (v-z)

=

r -2sint

[V(oz)

z]

When (3.5) is used in (3.4), the solution can be written in the simplerform
(3.6)

__v_2v___1

s3(V) = (2/

f,|

(V-- E)-12 T(E)dE +

ds1

2 f"(0i) dw
[V(cri)- zV12
+ 2 tV<X) sin [v
J dz,

.

d sin-'

f

-

( l
[V(or1)

zV1'2

dz

V(0J1)- V.

The result (3.4) or (3.6) shows that S3(V) is not unique,since w( V) can be chosen arbitrarily.For
each choice of w(V), S3(V) is determineduniquely in the range V-' V(oJ1),up to the next local
maximumof V(s). The function ds1/dV in (3.4) is given by (2.10) in terms of T(E).
The precedingconsiderationscan be appliedat once to a potential V(s) with any numberof local
maximaand minima,but we shall not do that.

V

E
X

SIME
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2. A potentialV(s) whichincreasesas Is Iincreases.The intersectionsof the graphwiththe horizontalline at

height E are the roots s,(E) and ?,(E) of the equation V(s)= E.

4. Determinationof a potentialfrom the periodof oscillation.Let us now considera particlein a
potential well. (See Fig. 2.) Its motion is still governed by (2.1) with the initial conditions (2.2).
Thereforethe results (2.3)-(2.7) apply, so the particletravelsto the rightuntil it reachesthe point
s,(E) at the time T(E)/2 and then it travelsto the left, returningto the originat the time T(E). Its
velocity at the origin is - v,,, so it will continuepast the origin until it reachesa point f,(E) where
E-V(s) = O,at a time we shallcall T(E) + 2 T(E). Then its velocityreversessignand it travelsfo the
right,reachingthe originagain at the time T(E) + T(E) with the velocity vo.Thereafterthe mlotion
repeats periodically,since the position and velocity have returnedto their initial values s = 0 and
dsldt = vo.
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The period P(E) of this periodicmotion is P(E) = T(E) + T(E), since the initialconditionsfirst
recurat this time. Now T(E) is given by (2.6),and T(E) is given by the correspondingexpressionwith
sM(E)replacedby ?,(E), and with the negative square root. Thus the period is given by
F11(E)

r s1(E)

(4.1) P(E) = T(E) + T(E) = (2m )12

J

[E - V(s)-112 ds - (2m)1/2

J

[E - V(s)]j1172ds

f s1(E)
=

[E - V(s)]-112ds.

(2m)1/2 J
J(E)

Here s,(E) and ?1(E) are respectivelythe smallest(in absolutevalue) positive and negative roots of
the equation V(s) = E.
The result (4.1) is the solution of the followingproblem,which we shall call the direct problem:
Given a potential well V(s), find the period P(E) of oscillationof a particlewith energy E. It is
importantto note that in generalthe perioddoes varywith E, since in the often studiedcase of small
amplitudeoscillations,the periodis independentof E. We shallreturnto this point later.Now we shall
pose the inverse problem:Given the period of oscillation P(E) of a particle with energy E in a
potential V(s), find the potential.
To solve the inverse problem, let us consider first the case in which V(s) is symmetric,
V(s) = V(- s). In this case it is clearthat ?,(E) = - si(E) and then T(E) = T(E). Thus the periodis
just P(E) = 2T(E), where T(E) is given by (2.6).The problemof findingV(s) was solved in Section2
for the case in which V(s) is monotonic increasingfor s > 0. The solution is given by (2.11). The
inverseproblemfor this symmetricmonotoniccase was firstposed and solved by B. F. Kimball(1932).
The symmetricnonmonotoniccase is treated in Section 3.
Next, let us considerthe nonsymmetriccase. For simplicitywe shallassumethat V(s) is monotone
increasingas Is I increases.Then we can introducethe two inversessi(V) > 0 and ?,(V) < 0 of V(s),
and write (4.1) in the form
(4.2)

P(E) = (2m
= (2m)1/2
(2m)1/2(E

(E

-

(E

V)-1/2

ds

dv-(2m)1/2

(E-

V)-1/2

dV

dVJod
V)12v dwdV.

In writingthe last formof the expressionfor P(E), we have againintroducedw(V), the widthof the
well at height V, defined by w(V) = si(V) - ?,(V). This form shows that P(E) depends only upon
w(V), and not upon the separatesides of the well, s,(V) and s?(V). Thereforeit is not possible to
obtain these sides from P(E), but only the width.
Eq. (4.2) is an Abel equationfor dw/dV whichis of the form (2.9) with w and P replacings, and
T, respectively.Thereforethe solution is given by (2.11) with the same replacements,i.e.,
(4.3)

W(V) (2

)1/2

I

(V- E)-1?2p(E)dE,

0_ V.

In the symmetriccase ?,(V)= - s1(V) so w(V) = 2s,(E) and P(E) = 2T(E). Then (4.3) becomes
identicalwith (2.11).It is alwayspossibleto assume that the well is symmetric,and then (2.11)yields
the uniquesymmetricsolution.However,whetheror not the solutionis symmetricis not determined
by P(E); only the width is determined.
As an applicationof (4.3),we shallfind w( V) when the periodP(E) is constant,independentof E.
Then (4.3) yields
(4.4)

p2

V
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Solving (4.4) for V yields

(*)

[P]
~~~2

Thus,if and only if V is proportionalto w2is the periodconstant,independentof E. In the symmetric
case when w = 2s1, (4.5) is just the quadraticpotentialwhicharisesin the analysisof small amplitude
oscillations.
The resultsof this section are due to J. B. Keller(1962).They can be extendedto the case in which
V(s) is not a monotone functionof Is I by the method of Section 3, but we shall not carryout that
extension.
5. Inversetransittime problem. We shall againconsidera particlemovingin the potential V(s),
governedby (2.1) with the initialcondition(2.2). We now pose the followingdirectproblem:Find the
transittime r(E) requiredfor a particleof energy E to travel from s = 0 to s = L > 0. From the
analysisof Section3, we knowthatthe particlewill reachL if andonly if E satisfiesthe condition
E > Vm= sup V(s).

(5.1)

O9ss

L

When (5.1) is satisfied, r(E) is obtained by setting s = L in the solution (2.5), which yields
r(E) =

(5.2)

f

[ ]

[E - V(s)f-112ds,

E > Vm.

From the solution (5.2) of the direct problem,we see that r(E) is a decreasingfunctionof E. A
series expansion of r can be obtained by expanding the integrandwith the aid of the binomial
theorem, and integratingterm by term. This yields with binomialcoefficientsc,
(5.3)

r(E)

=

Fm

c

1/2

>

nLV

cnE-J

E > Vm.

V"(s)ds,

Now we can formulatethe inverse problem:Given the transit time r(E) for E > Vm,find the
potential V(s). In orderthat this problemhave a solution,the given r(E) mustpossess an expansion
of the form (5.3), which we shall write as follows:
r(E) =

(5.4)

E > Vm.

Ec-Enrn,

[2E

rn

By comparing(5.3) with (5.4), we see that the coefficients in the expansionof the given function
r(E) are related to the unknownfunction V(s) by the relations
m=nf

(5.5)

rL

n =0, 1,

Vn(s)ds,

.

To find V(s) from (5.2) or (5.5), we shall assumethat V(s) is monotoneincreasing.Then we can
rewrite (5.2) and (5.5) as follows:

(5.6)

T(E) =

(5.7)

fTn

J

(m)

f

vdVdI

(E - V)

dV dV,

E> V(L)= Vm.

n =0, 1,

Eq. (5.6) is a linearintegralequationfor dsfdV, called a Fredholmequationof the firstkind. It differs
from the Volterraequation (2.9) by having a fixed upper limit of integration,ratherthan a variable
limit. Because of this differencewe cannot solve it explicitly, as we did (2.9). Therefore we shall
instead try to find ds/dV from (5.7).
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The integralin (5.7) is called the nth moment of ds/dV. Thus the problemof finding dsfdV is
equivalent to that of finding a function from all its moments. This classicalproblem is called the
momentproblem.One aspectof it is to determinewhethera given set of numbersr,, are the moments
of some function.We shallassumethat they are, becauseof the mannerin whichthey are determined.
Then it remainsto find ds/dV fromthem. Because (5.7) is a linearrelationbetween dsfdV and rn,it
follows that ds/dV is a linear function of the tn. Thus we shall seek ds/dV in the form
ds

(5.8)

I

Tngn(V).

The functionsgn ( V) are to be determinedin sucha way that (5.7)holds.This leadsto the condition
rV(L)

(5.9)

Vng(V)dV = inj.

f

Eq. (5.9) can be satisfiedby choosingfor gn(V) an appropriatepolynomialof degree n .To findthis
polynomial it is convenient to introduce the orthonormalpolynomials 0n(V) of degree n, which
satisfy
rV(L)

(5.10)

O
n ( V)*O( V)dV = Snj.

Then we express V' and gn(V) in terms of the 4,, as follows:

n

r V(L )

r

(5.11)

V=

(5.12)

gk(V)-

cni=

c,j4(V),

f

Vnocf(V)dV,

> gkj4j(V).

j =o

Substitutionof (5.11) and (5.12) into (5.9), and then using (5.10), yields for the gkj the equations
00

(5.13)

_

i =0

Cnjgkj

= tSk.

It followsfrom (5.11)that the matrixcnjis triangular,i.e., cnj= 0 for j > n, and therefore(5.13)can be
solved recursivelyfor the gk1.Then gn(V) is given by (5.12) and ds/dV is given by (5.8). Integrating
(5.8) yields finally
(5.14)

s(V)= ETnr

gn(V')dV.

The foregoinganalysisyields the unique monotone increasingsolution V(s) of (5.2). It is clear
from (5.2), however,that any functionequimeasurablewith this solution is also a solution. Thus the
inverse problem has many solutions, and we have found a particularone of them.
6. Inverse eigenvalueproblem. In quantummechanicsthe wave function +(x) of a particleof
mass m in a potential V(x) satisfiesthe Schrodingerequation
(6.1)

+ m2
-m[E - V(x)]+ = O

< x < m.

Here h is Planck'sconstantdivided by 2ir, and E is the energy of the particle.Let us suppose that
V(x) is a monotonicincreasingfunctionof Ix 1,tendingto + ooas Ix Ibecomesinfinite.Then (6.1) has
a quadraticallyintegrablesolution,not identicallyzero, if and only if E is equal to one of the discrete
set of eigenvaluesEn, n = 0, 1, ***of the equation(6.1). The eigenvaluestend to + oXas n increases,
and they can be labelled so that En, -> En.
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The direct problem is that of finding the En, given V(x). This problem can be solved
asymptoticallyfor large values of En by the so-called WKB method. In this method one seeks a
By first ignoringderivativesof A, one gets an
solution of (6.1) of the form q(x)-A(x)sins(x).
equationfor s. Then by keeping A, but ignoringA.,, one gets an equationfor A. This leads to the
following asymptoticform of f:
(6.2)

f(x)- [E - V(x)] ' sin

+

3

[-2

[E - V(x')]]

dx'j,

xi(E)< x <xl(E).

This result holds only between the two roots x-l(E) and xl(E) of V(x) = E, and the constant Tr/4
resultsfrom matching(6.2) to a boundarylayersolutionvalid aroundxl(E). A similarmatchingto a
boundarylayer solution valid around xl(E) leads to the condition
(6.3)

[E - V(X)]112dx=

(2m)1/2
Ji(E)2

(n+2)

ir,

n = 0, 1,

This equation (6.3) can be viewed as an equationfor the determinationof En, and thus providesan
asymptoticsolution to the direct problem.The inverseproblemis that of findingthe potential V(x)
given the eigenvaluesEn, n = 0,1, *** . To solve it, we shall begin with (6.3), which holds asymptotically with E = En and n a large integer. We interpolatethe given values En by a smooth function
E(n), definedfor all real n -0O.Then we assumethat(6.3)holdsfor all n ?-0 withE = E(n), and (6.3)
becomes an integralequationfor V(x). Differentiating(6.3) with respectto n and dividingby dE/dn
yields
fx,(E)
2 [[dEl(2m)1'2 E [E - V(x)]-112dx.
(6.4)
dn]
If we set P(E) = h(dE/dn)-1, (6.4) becomes identicalwith (4.1). Therefore(6.4) has the solution
(4.3) for the width w(V) of the potential, which is all that can be determinedfrom E(n). This
nonuniquenessis to be expectedfrom the generaltheory of the inverseeigenvalueproblem,and it is
not a consequenceof our method of approximatesolution. If the potentialis even, V(- x) = V(x),
then w(V) = 2x,(E) and the potentialis unique. When the eigenvaluesEn = (n + ')hw are used in
is obtained,whichis exactlythat
(4.3),and V(x) is assumedto be even, the potential V(x) = W22mx2/2
which yields these eigenvalues.
The fact that (6.4) coincides with (4.1) when P(E) = 2irh(dEldn)-1 is an instance of the
correspondenceprinciple,accordingto whichcertainresultsof quantummechanicsare asymptotically
equal to the correspondingresults of classicalmechanicsat high energies. In the present case, the
quantummechanicalfrequencyof oscillationv associatedwith the energies En+,and En is given by
hv = En+,- E - dEn/dn. Thus the period v-'- h(dE/dn)-1 is asymptoticto the classical period
P(E).
7. Inversescatteringproblem. Supposea movingparticleis repelledfroma fixedscatteringcenter
by a force derivablefrom a potential V(r), where r is distancefrom the center.Then the path of the
moving particleis a curve which lies in the plane containingthe center, the initial position of the
moving particle, and its initial velocity. This path can be found by solving Newton's equationsof
motionfor the particle.The resultis that the pathis like a hyperbola,with one asymptotealongwhich
it comes in from infinityand another asymptotealong which it goes out again to infinity.
To describethe path, it is convenientto introducepolarcoordinatesr,0 in the plane of the path,
with origin at the center. Let the incomingasymptotebe the line y = b, x < 0 so that the particle
comes in from x = - ooparallelto the x-axis and at distanceb above it. The distanceb is called the
impactparameterof the particle.Then the directionof the outgoingasymptote,determinedby solving
the equationsof motion, is found to be
(7.1)

0(b) = ir - 2

[b-2-

r-2- V(r)E-'b2-"2 r-2 dr.
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Here E < V(O)is the energy of the particle,and rois the largestroot of the bracketedexpressionin
the integrand.
Supposea uniformbeam of particlesof energyE is incidentfrom x = - oo.The numberscattered
in the directionsfrom 0 to 0 + dOis denoted - o(0)2r sin OdOapartfroma constantfactor,and v(0)
is calledthe differentialscatteringcross-section.These particlesare incidentin the annularringof area
2'nbdbboundedby the impactparametersb and b + db and theirnumberis proportionalto this area.
By equatingthe incomingand outgoingnumbersof particleswe get - cr(0)2r sin OdO= 2rbdb, from
which
_

,(0)=

(7.2)

b db
sin0 dO

By using(7.1) to eliminateb from (7.2),we obtainthe solutionof the directscatteringproblem,which
is to find o-(O)given V(r) and E.
The inversescatteringproblemis to find V(r), given o-(O)and E. To solve it we follow Keller,Kay
and Shmoys (1956). First we integrate (7.2) to get

(7.3)

= b2/2.
o(0)sin OdO

f

Here we have used the fact that cr(O)= , which follows from (7.1). Now (7.3) determines 0(b).
Thereforewe maynow considerthe inverseproblemof finding V(r), given 0(b) and E. To solve it, we
shall consider (7.1) to be an integralequation for V(r).
Let x = b-2 and let us consider0(x) to be a functionof x. Similarly,let u = r-' and let us consider
V(u) to be a function of u. Then we can write (7.1) as

(7.4)

ruo

0(x)= T-2

f

{x[l - V(u)E-'] - u2}-"2du,

uo=

r-1.

Now we define v(u), w(u) and g(w) by
(7.5)
(7.5)

v(u)
v (u
) = 1 - V(u)E-',

w(u)

= U2V-1(U),

g(W)

=

V-1/2

du
~~~~~~~~~dw

Then we can put (7.4) in the form
(7.6)

[ - 0(x)] =

(x - w)"2g(w)dw.

f

The Abel equation (7.6) has the solution

(7.7)

d 1
g(w)= dw[2I, |

WIT

0(x)

1

1/2 dx

From the definitions(7.5) of v and g we obtain by integration

(7.8)

v = exp f

[2g(w)w "2- w-']dw.

Finallyby using (7.7) in (7.8) we get
(7.9)

1

v = exp -{

(W

i

r1/

(w_-"2

f

[w'-I x(0)]-1/2dOdw}

W

This result, together with the definitions(7.5) of v and w, determinesthe potential V(r).
As an example let us apply our result to the Rutherfordscatteringcross-section

1976]
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(7.10)

o-(0)= 16E2sin4(0/2)'

where e is a constant. We obtain V =
second example, we consider

e/r,
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the Coulomb potential from which (7.10) comes. As a

(7.11)

0]

e[1-

7rE sin

0

)

2 -_

Fromthe equationsabovewe get the inversesquarepotential V = e/r2, whichgives rise to (7.11).
8. Inversion of thermodynamicdata. A problemnof statistical mechanics is to determine the
equation of state of a gas in terms of the potential V(r) between the molecules of the gas. If the
numberdensity n of the gas is small, the equation of state is found to be
(8.1)

nRT

=

1 - 2rb(kT)n + 0(n 2).

Here p is the pressure,T is the temperature,R is the gas constant,k is Boltzmann'sconstantand
00

(8.2)

b(kT) =

f

[1 -ev-()krlr2dr.

The expansion(8.1) is called the virialexpansionof the equationof state, and b is called the second
virial coefficient.
The inverse problem which we consider, following J. B. Keller and B. Zumino (1959), is to
determine V(r) given the equation of state. Since the equation of state can be obtained by
thermodynamicmeasurements,this problem is that of finding the intermolecularpotential from
thermodynamicdata. If the equationof state is known,then in particularb(kT) is known.Therefore
we shallconsiderthe inverseproblemof findingV(r) given b(kT). The solutionof the directproblem
is given by (8.2), which we shall use as an integralequation for V(r).
Let us set ,u = (kT)-1 and v = r3, and regard b = b(t) as a function of ,u and V = V(v) as a
functionof v. Then we can write (8.2) in the form

f [I- e-v`v)] dv.

b(t) =

(8.3)

Differentiationof (8.3) with respect to ,u yields

b'(g) =

(8.4)

1f

V(v)e-'v(v)dv.

We firstsupposethat V(v) is monotone decreasingfrom V(0) = ooto V(wo)= 0, and introduce V as
integrationvariable.Then we write (8.4) as
(8.5)

-

3b'(")

=

e

V(dV/dv)-1 dV.

Equation(8.5)expresses - 3b'(g) as a Laplacetransformof V(dV/dv)-1. Thusif L-' denotesthe
inverse Laplace transform,the solution of (8.5) is
(8.6)

V(d V/dv )-1 = L

-

b'()

The solution of (8.6) which vanishesat v = oois given by
(8.7)

v=3f

L-[b1(,t)I dv I
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Thus when V(r) is monotonicallydecreasing,it is determineduniquelyby b(kT), and (8.7) yields it
explicitly.
If V is not monotone then it is not uniquelydetermined-byb(kT). In fact, all equimeasurable
functions V(v) yield the same functionb(t), as (8.3) shows.Let us supposethat V is not monotonic,
but has the form shown in Fig. 3, which is typicalof intermolecularpotentials.Then we proceed as
above, introducingV separatelyas the integrationvariableon each of the two monotonicbranchesof
V(v). We.find that (8.7) holds as before for V> 0. However for V < 0 we find instead
(8.8)

v2(V)- v1(V) = 3 f

L-[b'(p)]

V'

V

0r

2

r

VO3. A typical intermolecular potential V(r) which is decreasing in the interval 0 < r < ro and increasing for
r > r0. The inverse is r,(V) in the first interval and r2(V) in the second interval.

FIG.

Here v2(V) and v1(V) are the largerand smallerinversesof V(v), and VOis the minimumof V. As
(8.8) shows, only the volume 4r/3[r3(V) - r3(V)] of the region where the potentialis less than V is
determined.
Appendix.
1. What is the capital of the United States, Max?
2. Do you spell your name with a "V," Herr Wagner?
3. What is the name of the sole survivingKamikazepilot?
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